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PROJECTIVE
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NATION

This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a
lattice to be projective. The conditions are the Whitman condition, and a condition of Jόnsson, and two new conditions
explained below.

We begin with several definitions. First, a lattice L is projective if
for any lattices M, N and any lattice homomorphism h of L into N and /
of M onto N, there is a homomorphism g of L into M such that
/(g(tf)) = h{a) for all a E L. This is equivalent to the condition that
there is a homomorphism / of a free lattice FL{X) onto L and a
homomorphism g of L into FL{X) such that f(g(a))=a
for all
a EL. The map /°g is a retraction, i.e., it is an endomorphism of
FL(X) which is pointwise-fixed on its image. The image of a retraction
is called a retract. Thus the class of projective lattices coincides with the
class of retracts of free lattices. Since lattice epimorphisms, in the
categorical sense, are precisely onto homomorphisms, [11, p. 150-151]
the above definition of projective lattices agrees with the categorical one.
If a is an element of a lattice L and U is a finite, nonempty subset of
L such that a ^ V 17, then U is a cover of a. A cover U of a is trivial if
a ^ u for some u E U. If U and V are finite nonempty subsets of L we
write 17 <^ V if for each u E U there is a D E V with u ^kv. A cover [/
of α is called a minimal cover of α if whenever V is a cover of a such that
V < £/, then [/ C V. We let (W) denote the Whitman condition: for all
α, b, c, d, α Λ b S c v d implies either a Λb ^c, a /\b ^ d, α ^ c v d , or
b ^ίc v d. Let / be a map from K onto L then a map g from L into K
is called a transversal of / if /(g(α)) = α for all α 6 L , L is a bounded
homomorphic image of a free lattice if there is a homomorphism /
mapping a free lattice, FL(X), onto L such that {H> E FL(X): f(w) = α}
has a least and greatest element for each a EL. This concept originated
with R. McKenzie and a theorem of Jόnsson, Kostinsky, and McKenzie
[16,17] states that a finitely generated lattice is projective if and only if it
is a bounded homomorphic image of a free lattice and satisfies (W).
B. Jόnsson, in his studies of sublattices of free lattices, defined D0(L)
to be the set of join-prime elements of L (α E L is join-prime if a g b v c
implies a ^ b or a ^ c). Dk+1(L) is the set of elements a of L such that
if U is a nontrivial cover of a then there is a V CDk(L) such that V is a
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cover of a and V < U. The set D'k{L) is defined dually. Jόnsson's
condition is U f c < ω D k (L) = L = U k < ω D£(L). Although McKenzie's notion of a bounded homomorphic image of a free lattice and Jόnsson's
condition are quite diflEerent in appearance, they are actually the same for
finitely generated lattices. This fact was hinted at by McKenzie in his
limit tables [17], proved for finite lattices by H. S. Gaskill and C. R. Platt
[10], and proved for finitely generated lattices by B. Jόnsson and J. B.
Nation [15]. McKenzie's condition is simpler and more pictorial;
Jόnsson's is internally defined and one can effectively, and even efficiently, decide if a finite lattice satisfies it.
McKenzie's and Jόnsson's conditions are not the same for lattices in
general. Indeed, ω = {0,1,2, •} under its natural ordering has
D0(ω) = ω, but it is not a bounded homomorphic image of a free
lattice. We shall show that every projective lattice satisfies Jόnsson's
condition.
The length of a lattice term (or word) t is the number of times the
symbols v and Λ occur in t. P. Whitman showed that corresponding to
each element a of a free lattice FL(X), there is a term t of minimal
length representing α, and that t is unique up to commutivity and
associativity. Furthermore, he showed that the term t was closely
connected to the arithmetic of FL(X), by showing that if t = tx v
v tn,
where each tt is not of the form r v s, and a = V (7, then {au
, an} <^ U,
where a, is the element of FL{X) corresponding to ft. It has become
apparent that in the study of projective lattices and sublattices of free
lattices we need to understand not only the equations a = V U but also
a ^ V U, that is, the covers of a. In this regard we generalize Whitman's result by showing that for each a E FL(X) there is a finite set,
S(a), of nontrivial, minimal covers of α, such that if U is a nontrivial
cover of a, then there is a V E S(a) with V <U. S(a) may be formed
as follows. Let t be the term of minimal length corresponding to α, and
let T be the set of elements of FL(X) corresponding to the subterms of
t. Then S(a) is the set of nontrivial, minimal covers of a whose
elements lie in T. This condition of having a finite set of minimal covers
of a is preserved under retracts, and hence, holds in projective
lattices. This condition and its dual, together with Jόnsson's condition
and (W), characterize countable projective lattices.
In the uncountable case we need a fourth condition. We require
that some epimorphism of a free lattice onto L have an order-preserving
transversal. Any countable lattice satisfies this condition [5], and any
uncountable chain fails it, but satisfies the three other conditions
above. Indeed, Galvin and Jόnsson have shown that FL (X) contains no
uncountable chains [9]. This fourth condition is equivalent to the
following more satisfactory condition: for each a E L there are two finite
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subsets A(a)C{c G L : c ^ a} and B(a)C{c E L: c ^ α} such that if
αgfc, then A(a)ΠB(b)^0.
The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. A lattice is projective if and only if it satisfies each of
the following conditions.
(1) (W)
(2) Uk<ωDk(L) = L = Uk<ωD'k(L)
(3) for each a E L, ίΛere is a finite set S(a) of nontrivial covers of a,
such that, ifUis any nontrivial cover of a, then V < U for some V E S(a)
(3') the dual of (3)
(4) for each a E L, there are two finite subsets, A(a)C{c E L: c ^
) C { c G L : c ^ f l } swc/z ί/ια/, ί/α ^fc,tfzenA (α) ΠB(b)/ 0 .
COROLLARY. A countable lattice is projective if and only if it satisfies
(1), (2), (3), and (3').

The first section of this paper shows that (l)-(4) hold in projective
lattice. This is the more difficult part of the proof. The second section
gives the proof that (l)-(4) are sufficient. The third section gives some
examples showing that the above conditions are independent. Other
properties of projective lattices are discussed and shown to be insufficient
to characterize projective lattices. For example, condition (4) of
Theorem 1 cannot be replaced with "L has no uncountable
chains." Indeed, it is shown that the ordinal sum of two uncountable
free lattices is not projective (although it is a sublattice of a free lattice).
The final section discusses projective distributive lattices and projective Boolean algebras. A slight generalization of the characterization of
projective distributive lattices of Balbes and Horn [2,4] is given.
The authors would like to thank Professor George Gratzer for some
suggestions which shortened the proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 2.
1. Necessity. In this section we show that (l)-(4) hold in
projective lattices. We begin with two lemmas about free lattices, the
first of which was proved in [15]. Let S be the join-closure operator;
that is, if A is a subset of a lattice, then S(A) is the set of all finite,
nonempty joins of elements of A. P is defined dually.
LEMMA

1. Dk{FL(X)) = (PS)kP(X).

LEMMA

2. FL(X) satisfies condition (3).

Proof If a ED0(FL(X)),

then a is join-prime and thus has no
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nontrivial covers. In this case we set S(a) = 0. Now suppose
a E Dk(FL(X)), fc > 0 . By Lemma 1, there are finite subsets Vi C
Dk-ι(FL(X)),
i = 1, , r, such that a = Λ[=1 (V Vt) (r = 1 is
allowed). Let T = {b E FL(X): for some / E {1,
, r}, and some υ E
Vh and some t/ E S(υ), b E 17} U U u V,. It follows from an easy
induction on fc that T is finite. Let S(a) be the set of all subsets of T
which are nontrivial covers of a. Since T is finite, 5 ( α ) is
finite. Suppose U is a nontrivial cover of α. Then a = Λ[=1( V V * ) ^
V U. From (W) and the fact that U is a nontrivial cover of α, we
conclude that for some i and all v E Vh v ^ V 17. If U is a nontrivial
cover of i;'then, since u E D k _i(FL(X)), there is, by induction on fc,
tΛ, E S(v) with UV<U. If v^u
for some w E t7, we set Uv =
{v}. Let 17O= U ϋ e v , t7B. Clearly 17O<^ 17. Also, since V Uv^υ, for each
i; E Vi, V ί/0 ^ V V; g α. Thus L70 C Γ, Uo is a cover of α, and, since
[7o^ ί/, C70 is a nontrivial cover of a. Hence C70E 5(α), proving the
lemma.
An easy induction shows that the set T constructed above is
contained in D fc _!(FL(X)). Thus if UES(a),
aEDk{FL(X))y
then
U C D k _i(FL(X)). This fact will be used in Lemma 4. Also note that
we can delete the nonminimal members of S(a) and the resulting set still
satisfies (3).
LEMMA

3. If L is a projective lattice, then L satisfies (3).

Proof. Let / : FL(X)-^L be an epimorphism, and g: L -»FL(X)
be a homomorphism such that f(g(a)) = a for all a EL. For each
a E L, let S(a) = {U C L: [/ is a nontrivial cover of α and ί7 C/( V) for
some V E 5(g(α))}. Let U be an arbitrary nontrivial cover of a. Then
g(U) is a nontrivial cover of g(α). Hence there is a V E 5(g(α)) with
V<^g(t/). Consequently, /(V) covers α and f(V)<ζf(g(U)) =
U. Since £7 is a nontrivial cover of α, the above implies that /(V) is a
nontrivial cover of a. Hence f(V)E S(α), proving the lemma.

LEMMA

4. If L is projective, then Uk<ωDk(L)

= L.

Proof. Let /: FL{X)-*L be an epimorphism, and g: L ->FL(X)
be a homomorphism such that f(g(a)) = α, for all a EL. By induction
on fc, we shall show that for all b E F = FL(X)
(*)

bEDk(F)

and g/(f))g6

imply

/(i)εDk(L).

The lemma follows from this, since if a EL, then we may choose
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b = g(a). Then g(f(b)) = g(f(8(a))) = g(a) = b. Hence a E D k (L),
where fc is such that
g(a)EDk(F).
Suppose bEDk(F)
and g(f(b))^b.
Let [/ be a cover of
f{b). Then g(l7) is a cover of g(/(fc)). Since g(f(b))^b, g(U) is a
cover of b. If g(u)^b
for some u E U, then u=/(g(w))g
/(ft). Hence, if t/ is a nontrivial cover of /(ft), then g(U) is a nontrivial
cover of ft. In particular, if b E D0(F) then /(ft) E D0(L). Now suppose that 17 is a nontrivial cover of f(b). It follows from Lemma 3 that
there is a minimal, nontrivial cover U' of f{b) with I/' <^ f7. Then g(U')
is a nontrivial cover of ft, and by Lemma 2 there is a U0ES(b) with
ϊ/o<g(t/')- N o w /TO i s a c o v e r o f /(*>) a n d f(U0)<f(g(U')) =
U'. Since
ί/'
is minimal
U'Cf(U0).
Thus
£/o<^g(i7')£
g/([/0). Hence U0<g(f(U0)).
Let 1/O = {MI, , wr}. Since Uo< g(f(U0)), there is a function σ
from {1, , r) into itself such that w; g g(/(wσω)), / = 1, , r. Applying
/, we obtain /(w/)^/(g(/(wσo)))) = /(w^θ)) Consider the sequence 1 =
σ°(l), σ(l), σ 2 (l), σ 3 (l),
. For some s < f, σ s (l) = σ f (l) and 1, σ(l),
2
s
σ (l), , σ (l) are distinct. Then
f(uσ*(1)) ^ /(Kc-d)) ^

^ / ( ^ D ) = f(uσ>(1)).

Hence all of these inequalities must be equalities.

Thus

and similarly,

and moreover

Hence f(U0-{uu uσ(1), , Mσ-i(1)}) still covers /(ft). These arguments
show that if we let Uό = {u E C/o: w ^ g(/(w))}, then /(t/ό) is a cover of
f(b). By the remark following Lemma 2, Uo C Dk-ι(F). By induction
we have /(w)ED k _ 1 (L) for each w E (7ό Since /(t/ 0 )< I/, /(I/ό)<
L/. Hence f(b)EDk(L), completing the proof.
These lemmas show that a retract of a lattice satisfying (2) and (3)
again satisfies (2) and (3). It is interesting that there are lattices which
satisfy (2) which have retracts that do not satisfy (2).
LEMMA

5. FL(X) satisfies (4).
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Proof. If α E FL(X) let var(α) C X be those variables occurring in
the cannonical (shortest) expression for a. If a E Dk (FL (X)) -

Dk-ί(FL(X)) and b E D\(FL(X))~ DU(FL(X)) set
k

A(a) = ((PS) P(vaτa))Πl/a
B(b) = ((SP)'S(varfc))Π fr/0
where in general 1/α is the set of all elements greater than or equal to a,
even if the lattice does not have a 1; a/0 is defined dually.
We show by induction on the pair (k, I) that if a ^ 6 in FL(X) then
A(a)ΠB(b)/0.
We
leave
the case
k =l =0
to the
reader. Suppose k = 0 and / > 0. Then α E D 0 (FL(X)) in join-prime
and b = VΓ-i Λ t/i5 Uk QDU(FL(X% by the dual of Lemma 1. Thus
a ^ Λ Ui for some i. Hence a ^= u for all u E (7,. However, 17/ C
D \-ι (FL (X)). Hence by induction there is a cu E A (α) Π β (M ). Since
cu ^ α for each w E £4 c = Λ cu ^ α. Since A(α) is meet-closed,
cEA(a).
Since
var(u)C var(fe),
B(u) = (SP)liS(varu)C
sivzvb).
It follows that c = Λ cu is in
Now suppose k > 0 , / > 0 . Then

By (W) either there is an i such that for all v E Vh v ^ ί>, or the dual
situation holds. In the former case induction yields that there is a
cvEA(v)ΠB(b).
Let c = V (c,: v E V,). Then cEA(α)ΠB(fc).
The proof of the lemma is completed by duality.
THEOREM

2.

Condition (4) 0/ Theorem 1 /w/ds in α lattice L if and

only if
(*) there is a homomorphism f from a free lattice F onto L and an
order preserving map g: L-^F such that f{g(a)) = a for all a E L.
Proof. We leave it for the reader to show that if (*) holds for some
homomorphism of a free lattice onto L, it holds for all such
homomorphisms. Thus in proving the theorem we shall take X =
{xa\ a E L} and /: FL(X)->L to be the extension of f{xa)- CL>
Suppose L satisfies (*). For a EL set A(a) = f{A(g(a))) and
B(a) = f(B(g(a))). If a ^ b in L, then g(a)^g(b). Hence
A(g(a))ΠB(g(b))/0.
Thus
A(a)ΠB(b)ϊ0.
Now suppose that L satisfies (4). We arrange L into a wellordered, doubly indexed sequence as follows. Choose a00 E L. Let α00,
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aou Λ' ,aon be
A (a00) U B(a00) U {α00}
in
some
order. Let
αo,π+i, ,0o,n+m be A (αOi) U JB(αOi) - {α00, •• ,aOn}. Continuing in this
way we obtain a countable or finite sequence a0(h aou #02, . If this
exhausts L, we stop. Otherwise, choose al0E: L - {a00, aOί9 •}. Now
repeat the above process with am except, of course, omit any element
which has occurred previously. Eventually, we obtain L =
(aai: a < γ, i < μa) for some ordinals γ and μa S ω. This sequence has
the property that if b E A (a) UB(α), then either b comes before a in
the sequence, or, at worse, only finitely many places after a. Define
inductively g: L-*FL(X) by
g(β«i) = {**.
Λ

Λ Λ

ig(<*aj): j < U aa} > aai}

{gM-

β < <*,j < μβ, aβj G A (aai

V{g(a«iY j<i,aaj

<aai}y

V {g(aβj): β<a,j<

μβ, aβj E

B(aai)}.

(Empty joins or meets are simply omitted.) Straightforward inductions
show that g is a transversal of / and that g is order-preserving.
Finally, note that every countable lattice satisfies (4) (cf. [5]). If
L ={α0, au '' •} then set A (an) = {cii: i g n and α, g an) and define B(an)
dually.
2. Sufficiency. The proof of the sufficiency is essentially the
same as [15]. We sketch the details here. Let / be a homomorphism of
a free lattice onto a lattice L which satisfies (l)-( 4 ) B y Theorem 2, /
has an order-preserving transversal g. Define go = g and
: l / E S(α)}.
By an easy induction, if a E Dk(L), then gk(a) = gm(a) for all m g
k. Hence the sequence {go(a), gi(α), •} is eventually constant. Let
g-(a) denote this final value. Since g is order-preserving, each gk and
g_ is also. Furthermore, g_, preserves joins. To see this let a and b be
incomparable elements of L and choose k large enough so that gk{a)~
g-{a), gk(b) = g-(fc), and gk(a v 6) = g_(α v b). Since {α, fc} is a nontrivial cover of a v 6, there is a U0^S(ay b) with C/o^ία, 6}. Thus
v
ft (t^o)= ft ( α ) v ft (^)J from the monotonicity of gk. Examining the
definition of gk+i(a v b) we see that g_(α v fe) = gfc+i(α v fc) S V gk([/0) =
gk(a)v gk(b) = g{a) v g~{b). Thus from the monotonicity of g_, we see
that g_(α v b) = g-(^) v g-(6).
Since L satisfies (W), every nontrivial cover of α Λ b is a nontrivial
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cover of a or of b. Hence for each U E S(a Λ 6) there is a UΈ S(a) U
S(b) with U'< U. With the aid of this, the reader can show that if g
preserves meets then g_ does also.
The proof may now be completed as follows. Let g~ be the map
defined dually to g-. Let h - (g~)-. By the dual of the above remarks
g~ preserves meets, and hence h does also. The above remarks also
show that h preserves joins. Hence h is a homomorphism of L into
FL(X). It is easy to check that h is a transversal of /.
3. Examples and discussion. We first give some conditions
which hold in projective lattices and present some examples showing that
none of these new conditions can replace any of (l)-(4) in Theorem
1. The first condition is a weak form of relative pseudocomplementation .
(5) for each a,bEL,a<b
implies there is a unique c such that
a = b Λ c and such that a - b Λ d implies d ^c.
(6) for each a E L, there is a n(a) < ω such that a = V U implies
there is a U' C U, | U'\ ^ n(a) with a = V U'.
(7) for each a E L, there is a unique antichain 1/ such that a = V U
and α = V V implies U <V.
(8) L has no uncountable chains.
Condition (7) is, of course, Whitman's canonical joins [18,
19]. Condition (6) and (8) hold in all sublattices of free lattices, as was

Fig. 1
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shown by Jόnsson [13]. Condition (7) is equivalent to the conjunction of
(6) and the dual of (5) (cf. [14]). A famous, unsettled conjecture of
Jόnsson states that a finite lattice is a sublattice of a free lattice if and only
if it satisfies (W), (5), and the dual of (5). The infinite analogue of this
conjecture is false. The lattice Lo, diagrammed in Figure 1, is finitely
generated and satisfies (1) and (3)-(8) and their duals, yet fails (2). In
particular, (2) cannot be replaced by (5) in Theorem 1. The details of
the construction of Lo are given in [15].
The lattice Lu diagrammed in Figure 2, satisfies (1), (2), (4)-(8), and

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

their duals, but fails (3). Hence Lλ is not projective. It is, however, a
sublattice of a free lattice since it is a sublattice of L2, diagrammed in
Figure 3, which is projective by the corollary to Theorem 1. This shows
that (1) and (2) alone, are not sufficient to characterize countable
projective lattices, even though, by the theorem of Jόnsson, Kostinsky,
and McKenzie, they do characterize finitely generated projective lattices.
Jόnsson and Galvin proved (8) by defining a ~ b in FL(X) if there is
an automorphism σ of FL (X), generated by a permutation of X, with
cr(α) = Jb. Roughly speaking, a ~ b means a and b are the same word
but with the letters changed. They showed that this equivalence relation has only countably many classes, and each class is an antichain (no
two elements are comparable). Thus FL(X), and any sublattice of
FL(X), is a countable union of antichains. This implies (8). It is
actually stronger than (8): there is a partially ordered set with no
uncountable chains, which is not a countable union of antichains, [6] p.
5. We give some examples which show that neither (8) nor the stronger
condition mentioned above can replace (4) in Theorem 1.
For a partially ordered set P, let FL(P) denote the free lattice
generated by P, i.e., FL{P) is defined by the universal property that any
order-preserving map from P to a lattice L can be uniquely extended to a
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homomorphism of FL(P) to L. A thorough study of these lattices was
carried out by R. A. Dean, who showed that they satisfy many of the
properties of free lattices. For example, one can decide if a ^ b in
FL(P), by making the same reduction as Whitman's procedure for
FL{X). This reduction leads to inequalities of the form p = q, p,
q E P. The only difference is that in FL(X), x ^ y if and only if x = y
whereas in FL{P), p^q if and only if this holds in P. In particular,
FL(P) satisfies (W), the elements of P are join- and meet-prime in
FL(P), and FL(P) has canonical joins and meets (condition (7) and its
dual). Using these facts it is not hard to modify the proof of Theorem 1
to prove the following result.
THEOREM

3. For any partially ordered set P, FL (P) satisfies (1), (2),

and (3).
7. FL(P) satisfies (4) if and only if for each p E P there are
two finite sets A (p) C {q E P: q ^ p} andB(p)C{q E P: q ^=p} such that
if p^q in P, then A(p)Π
^
LEMMA

Proof Suppose FL(P) satisfies (4). For each a E FL(P) there is a
finite subset P o of P such that a is in the sublattice generated by P o . Let
var(α) be such a set. Let A (a) and B(a) be the sets given by (4). For
pEP,
let A'(p) = {q E P: q ^ p
and gEvar(α) for some
a EA(p)}.
B'(p) is defined dually. Suppose p = q in P. Then, by
(4), there is an a E A (p) Π B(q). Using the fact that p is join-prime and
q is meet-prime, a routine induction on the complexity of a shows that
there is an r E var(α) with p ^r^q.
Hence A'(p)(Ί B ' ( p ) ^ 0 .
Conversely, suppose P satisfies the condition of the lemma. Let
X = {xp: p E P} and let /: FL(X)->FL(P) be the map extending the
map f(xp) = p. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2, we can arrange P
into a doubly indexed sequence, and, with the aid of this sequence, we
can find an order-preserving map g: P-*FL(X) such that f{g{p))- p,
for all p E P. By the universal property of FL(P), g can be extended to
a homomorphism from FL (P) into FL (X). Clearly this extended map
is a transversal of /. Thus by Theorem 2, FL(P) satisfies (4).
For any partially ordered set P, FL(P) is a projective
lattice if and only if for each p EP there are two finite subsets A(p)C
{qEP: q^p} and B(p) = {q EP: q^p} such that if p^q in P, then
COROLLARY.

This notation and terminology differs from that of Dean [7] and Dilworth [8], where the term
"completely free lattice generated by P" is used.
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Let P o be the partially ordered set consisting of two antichains C and
D such that for all c E C and d E D, c ^ d, and D is finite. Let Px be
similar to P o except now C is uncountable and D is infinite. Let
P2= C U E, where C is an uncountable antichain and E is isomorphic to
the dual of ω, and c ^ e for all c E C and e E £ . Let P 3 be Pi U {r} such
that for c E C and d E D, c ^ r ^ d. Let P 4 be the partially ordered set
H
consisting of the atoms and coatoms of the Boolean algebra 2 \ Of
course, FL(P0) is the ordinal sum of two free lattices, one of them finitely
generated. FL(P1) is the ordinal sum of two infinitely generated free
lattices, one of them uncountable. FL(P3) is FL(P1) with a "middle"
element adjoined. FL(P2) is a free lattice with a copy of the dual of ω
on top if it. Using the corollary we can see that FL(P0) and FL(P3) are
projective, but that FL(Pλ), FL(P2) and FL(P 4 ) are not. To see that
FL(P0) is projective, let A(c) = D U{c}, B{c) = {c}, A{d) = {d}, B(d) =
{d} for all cEQ
d E D. "For FL(P3) let A(c) = {c,r}, B(c) = {c},
A (r) = W = B(r), A (d) = {d}, and B(d) = K r}.
To see that FL(Pι) is not projective, suppose sets A(p) and B(p)
exist as in the corollary. Then A(c) consists of finitely many elements
of D and possibly c itself. Let Q = {c E C: \A(c)\ ^ /}. Then C =
Uι<ωQ. Since C is uncountable, there is a k such that Ck is
uncountable. Since D is infinite, there are k + 1 distinct elements,
dl9--,dk+i in D. Since β(di)U
U δ ( d w ) is a finite set, C£ =
Cfc - {B{dx) U
U B(dk+1)) is still infinite. If c E Cί, then c ^ 4 i =
l,
,fc + l. Thus A(c)ΠB(di)^0.
By the definition of Cί,
eg! B(di). This forces d, E A (c), ι = 1, , k + 1, countradicting
IA (c) I ^ /c. A similar argument can be employed to show that FL (P2) is
not projective. In this case we define Ce - {c E C: x E A{c) C\ E implies x ^ e}.
For i =0,1,2,3,4, FL(Pi) is a countable union of antichains, and
hence, contains no uncountable chain. For / = 0,1,2,3, this is obvious
from the descriptions of FL(Pι) given above; for FL(P4), one can modify
the arguments of Galvin and Jόnsson [9]. These examples show that
condition (4) of Theorem 1 cannot be replaced by (8), or even the
stronger condition of being the countable union of antichains. If P is
the partially ordered set of [6] p. 5 cited above, then FL(P) has no
uncountable chains by Theorem 1 of [20]. This gives a counter-example
to (8) but not the stronger condition mentioned above.
Although FL(Pι) is not projective, Pi is isomorphic to a subpartially
ordered set of a free lattice, since Pi C P 3 and FL (P3) is
projective. Similarly P 2 is embeddable in a free lattice. (In fact it is not
hard to show that FL(Pι) and FL{P2) are both sublattices of a free
lattice.) Arguments similar to those above show that FL(P4) is not
projective. We shall show that P 4 is not even order-embeddable in a free
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lattice. Let P4 = {a{ : i G /} U {b, : i G /} where | /1 = Mi, and α, < 6y for
all i and / with i ^ /. Suppose P 4 is order-embedded into a free lattice,
FL (X). Let G be the group of those automorphisms of FL (X) induced
from permutation of X. Define an equivalence relation on / by i ~ / if
there is a σ G G such that σ(α,) = α7 and σ(bi) = ί>7 (cf. [9]). Intuitively,
i ~ / means that α, and αy may be represented with the same lattice term
except for a change in the variables, and the same statement holds for h
and bj with the same change of variables. With the aid of this, the
reader can show that the relation ~ has only countably many
classes. Consequently, one of these classes, /', must be
uncountable. Of course, P\ = {a{ : i G J'} U {h : i G /'} is isomorphic to
P4. Thus, if P4 is order-embeddable into FL(X), then there exist u and
v G FL(X) and σt EG, i G /, such that α, = σiυ) and bt = σ,(w).
Let xh'-',xn
be the distinct variables which occur in either the
canonial form of u or of υ. Consider the largest integer fc such that for
some i G / and uncountably many / £ /
Haifa),

, σi(xn)} Π {σ^xO,

, σ; (xn)}| = k.

Let ί'o be such an i and let Γ C / be those /'s for which the above equation
holds. If we let yi = σ^Xj),
, yn = σ ^ ) , then ^(x,) = σ}<τ^{yt\ t =
1, , n: Let η = σyσΓo1 and r = σ^w), 5 = σh(v). Then τ ; (r) =
σy(w). We make two additional reductions. First, there is an uncountable subset J" of Γ such that
{yu

', ϊn} n {τf(yθ,

, τt(yn)} = {yu

, yn} Π {τ,(yi),

, τy(yn)}

for each i, y G V. Thus, we may assume {yί9 - , yn} Π
{τi(yi), ,τi(yΛ)} = {y1,
,y*}, for each i G Γ. Let Λ,: {1, , fc}
-»{1,
, n} be defined by y, = T,(yM0), ί = 1, , fc, i G Γ. That is, Λ,(ί)
is the position where y, occurs in Ti(yi), , Tt(yn). Again, there is an
uncountable subset Γ" of Γ such that hi = hj for each i, / G ίw. Hence,
we may assume that hι(t) - t, t = 1, , fc, i G I w . By the definition of fc,
there are i and / in Γ\ iV /, such that {^(yi), %T/(yn)}n
% η(yn)} = {yi,
, yk}. Thus,
),

, Tiίy,,)} = {yu - - , yk, zk+1,

, zn}

, rj(yn)} = {yu

, z'n}

and
{τ 7 (yi),

, yfc, Zk+1,

where {zί+i, -9zί}Π{yu
,y k ,z k + u - ,zn} = 0 . Now let / be the
endomorphism of FL(X) extending the map /(zk'+1) = zk+1, ,/(zή) = z w
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and f(x) = x for all x E X - {zk'+1,

f(τj(r(yir'

,yn))) = f(r(τ](yι),'
r

= (yu'
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, z'n}. Now

,τj(yn))) = f(r(yu

, y*,^k+i,

', *„) = Ti(r(yu

-,yk,zl+u

'',z'n))

, y π )).

On the other hand, it is easy to see that /(τ/(s)) = Ti(s). Since *Vy,
T,(s)^7}(r) and thus τ i (s) = /(τ i (5))^/(τ / (r)) = τ,(r). But τt(s) and
τ,(r) are images under the automorphism T σ ^ σ , of v and w,
respectively. However, since u and v are incomparable, this implies
Ti(s) and τ,(r) are incomparable, a contradiction.
4. Projective distributive lattices. The definition of projective distributive lattices is analogous to that of projective lattices
except, of course, distributive lattices are used. Since epimorphisms are
not onto in the category of distributive lattices, this definition is different
from the categorical one (cf. [3], where the term weakly projective is
used). Projective distributive lattices have been characterized by Balbes
and Horn [2], [4]. The following theorem is a slight improvement of
their theorem.
THEOREM 4. A distributive lattice L is projective if and only if every
element ofL is a finite join of join-irreducible elements and a finite meet of
meet-irreducible elements, the meet of two join-irreducible elements is
join-irreducible, and L satisfies condition (4) of Theorem 1.

Proof It was shown in [3], that this theorem holds if (4) is replaced
by the condition that there is a homomorphism of a free distributive
lattice FD(X) onto L, which has an order-preserving transversal. By an
argument similar to the proof of Theorem 2, one can see that this latter
condition is equivalent to (4).
The conditions of Theorem 1 are related to conditions of Theorem
4. For example, in a distributive lattice UDk(L) = DX(L). Thus
U Dk (L) = L holds in a distributive lattice if and only if every element of
L is a finite join of join-irreducibles (which are the same as the
join-primes in a distributive lattice).The condition (W) implies that the
join-irreducibles of L are closed under finite meets. Furthermore, in a
distributive lattice condition (3) of Theorem 1 holds if and only if
DX{L) - L. Also note the examples of the last section can be modified
so as to apply to the distributive case.
Finally, we point out that condition (4) alone characterizes projective Boolean algebras. Thus this result, which will be presented in a
subsequent note, generalizes the result of Halmos [12] that every
countable Boolean algebra is projective.
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